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We all suffer the loss of a loved one. This uplifting book will guide you on your journey through grief

and inspire you with evidence of the afterlife. A practicing lawyer for over two decades, Mark

Anthony is also a gifted medium who has worked with thousands of clients. He shares incredible

true stories of contact with spirits and their enduring messages of forgiveness, gratitude, and

acceptance. Even more remarkable, you will be able to recognize and make contact with the spirits

of your loved ones. Compelling, comforting, and inspiring for those of all backgrounds and faiths,

Never Letting Go offers true healing through messages of hope from the Other Side. Watch Mark

Anthony discuss Never Letting Go here. Praise:"This deep, emotionally touching book is destined to

become a metaphysical classic."â€•Joyce Keller, author of Seven Steps to Heaven "An enlightening

journey through coping with grief and discovering spiritual renewal. I highly recommend this

book!"â€•Jeffrey A. Wands, author of Another Door Opens
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This book is a must-read for anyone who is struggling with the loss of a loved one- pets included!As

a lawyer and a spirit medium, Mark may seem like quite the contradiction, yet that's the beauty of

this combination and what is so refreshing about this book. Although he grew up around his psychic

parents, the lawyer in him required some kind of proof, so for a large portion of his life he wasn't

totally in acceptance of his own ability. It took an amazing experience (which he shares in the book)

after his mother's passing to prove to him that this was real. She brought him an important

message: "let go of the sorrow, but hold onto the love." This is Mark's mission- to help others heal



from the heavy burden of grief, which he does in his work as a medium and speaker.Whatever

issues with grief you're going through, from feeling guilty that your last words to someone were

angry or hurtful, to losing someone as a result of suicide, Mark guides us through individual grief

experiences from a number of readings with real clients- people just like you. Through sharing these

readings, Mark is not only able to share with us the insights and messages from the Other Side, but

also to help us see that we are not alone in our struggle with losing a loved one.In chapter 4 "How

Spirits Contact Us," Mark helps us to understand how our loved ones are still in our lives, reassuring

us and helping us through our daily struggles. He talks about things like coming home to find a

photo album laying open to a particular photo of a loved one, or hearing a song on the radio that

reminds you of your loved one just as you were thinking about him or her. So many of us have

these experiences but write them off as wishful thinking-- not so! It's wonderful to know that we're

never alone and we don't really die. I highly recommend this book to you, and hope you will share it

with others as well!

Never Letting Go: First of all - I love the title - fits me to a 'T'. Many great sayings! I.E. "Grief is the

price of love - and the depth of your pain is porportionate to your love", and (about being a spirit)

"Ask a butterfly if it misses being a caterpiller". I must admit I hate that old story about the monk

sending someone to find a mustard seed - knowing others are suffering losses of death does Not

abate mine pain one bit. He admits he doesn't know everything about the otherside, but Very

impressive!! I read this one in only six days!! On page 166 there is a section that makes clear how

Mediumship can Not be something based in evil. Great book!Scott MacNeil.

NEVER LETTING GO is not merely a "book." I think it's more of an indispensable tool to keep in

one's special bag of tricks for life. I've had to purchase multiple copies of it, as I've given it as a gift

to various friends. However, it is also one that I will personally come back to often.I love this book! -

It lives and breathes on its own. Mark Anthony's writing style is in itself a rare treat - honest,

forthright, respectful, inspired, and uplifting. His book is a true pleasure to read; his thoughts and

words seem to flow so effortlessly, and his truths have universal relevance and resonance.It is of

course true that everyone has experienced the loss of loved ones, and there are many books that

have addressed this theme. However, NEVER LETTING GO is unique in the way that it helps

readers deal with loss. - Not only does the author clarify how we can be assured that our loved ones

live on after physical death, but he also discusses how our inability to face our losses can manifest

itself in self-destructive life behaviors and patterns. - He further explains in tangible terms how we



can examine these patterns in light of our losses, and in doing so, find great hope and healing in the

present moment.Mark Anthony is also an extremely articulate, personable, and interesting speaker,

and I've had the good fortune of listening to him as a guest on various radio programs. If you have

the opportunity to catch one of his live interviews, you will not be able to resist reading his book!As a

voracious reader, I've found that only a few select books have the depth and character to stay with

me permanently. NEVER LETTING GO is one of them, and I highly recommend it.

The death of a loved one is difficult for most of us, whether it is because of our close relationship to

the deceased, regret for something we did (or didn't do), unfinished business, and/or any number of

other reasons. Mark Anthony's book Never Letting Go: Heal Grief with Help from the Other Side

helps lead us through the process and gives us tools to cope and accept death as part of the life

cycle, which does not end when the body dies.The idea of talking to spirits may be scary for some,

but Mark makes a good case for their existence and their ability to help us come to terms with the

death of a loved one. Being a lawyer in addition to being a medium led him on his own journey of

discovery, which he shares with us...he initially did not believe there was life after death and

demanded proof. He also shares many interesting stories of spirit contacts he has made for clients,

even reluctant ones, and how it has often helped set them on the path to their recovery from

grief.Mark's story of his struggles on his journey to discovery, the development of his talents as a

medium, the many ways grief can manifest itself, and how contact with the spirits of our loved ones

who have passed can help in recovery from grief reaffirmed for me so much of what I already

believe. NEVER LETTING GO can help us to help ourselves let go of the grief but keep the love for

those who have passed to the Other Side. It is a book well worth reading, maybe even more than

once.
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